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WE DRIVE HUMBER’S NEW FLAGSHIP MODELS

HUMBER SPORTSPRO
Enter the leisure market in real style

HUMBER
SPORTSPRO RANGE

Humber have launched what some might say are their
finest vessels to date. It made a big impression at RIBEX
2009 and is set to esatblish the company’s name yet
further as a leader in its feild. Paul Lemmer reports....
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REVIEW HUMBER SPORTS PRO RANGE

A

s the largest and
one of the longest
established RIB
producers in the
UK, Humber have etched out
an enviable reputation for tough
seaworthy RIBs that other
manufacturers have for years
tried to emulate or surpass; yet
today Humber RIBs still lead the
way in value-for-money craft
that sell worldwide both in the
leisure and professional markets.
So Humber is a household
name when it comes to RIBs,
but until very recently their craft
have had a rugged look about
them that belied the origins of
the hull design. Looking at the
high bow and wide beam of these
craft, it may come as a surprise
to learn that most Humber RIBs
above 5m sport the same basic
hull design, and that the design
originated back in the 70s from
a wooden British designed and
built 15-foot single-seat race
boat that won the roughest
Rouen 24-hour powerboat in
history. For a time Humber used
other hull designs, but none
matched the all-round brilliance
of the original Attaque hull,
which is why today the company
has reverted back to the original
tried-and-tested formula on
most of its models.
Standing at the top of the
gangway that leads to the
pontoons at this year’s RIBEX
show, an experienced ribster
and I were looking at the many
craft moored before us, and in
particular at two white sports
RIBs, the larger one sporting
twin Evinrude E-Tec 300hp
outboards. Neither of us knew
what make they were, but
we both commented on how
attractive and purposeful they
looked and concluded that with
such striking lines they were
probably from the continent.
Among the many RIBs I had
to test at RIBEX was the new
Humber Sports Pro 1000, and
to my astonishment this craft
turned out to be the larger of
the two RIBs we had admired
from afar. Not only was this
craft a complete departure from
the usual Humber model range,

High bow and pronounced chines to her hull indicate her good following sea capabilities

“Not only was this craft a complete departure from the
usual Humber model range, but she also looked absolutely
stunning in her gleaming white livery…”
but she also looked absolutely
stunning in her gleaming white
livery and was causing quite a
stir, not only from the visitors
but also from other exhibitors.
At 10m long with a generous
beam of 2.75m, this is a
substantial RIB, yet she does not
look that big, her layout, colour
and proportions disguising her
size; it is only when aboard that
one realises how spacious the
interior is and how, even with
eight adults aboard, the craft still
seems uncluttered. The raked
centre console with its wraparound windscreen is positioned
just forward of amidships and
sports a bucket-type ‘suicide’ seat
that hinges to provide access to a
storage locker and the dashboard
electronics; four stainless grab
handles are provided for the
brave console passenger, but it
is in the aft seating arrangement
that Humber have really pulled
out all the stops.
The main seating comprises
four uniquely styled ultramodern
stainless-steel framed suspension
seats with thickly padded
pear drop-shaped bases and
contoured backrests; beneath
each seat is an adjustable

monoshock motorcycle-type
shock absorber with a hinged
base designed to provide
passengers with a cushioned
ride, even in arduous sea
conditions. And as we were to
find out, they really work.
Aft is a thickly padded fullwidth moulded wrap-around

bench seat with enough room for
four adults, although only three
head restraints are provided, and
behind this is a central stainlesssteel ski/wakeboard pole. Proper
grab handles are provided for the
outside passengers on this seat,
and it was good to see that all but
those in the centre of the bench
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REVIEW HUMBER SPORTS PRO RANGE
had substantial handholds.
Adequate storage is provided
in a large locker set beneath the
bow V cushion, in the console
and under the rear bench seat,
and there is a self-contained
anchor locker right forward in
the bow. The whole deck area
is covered in attractive artificial
teak; there is a substantial
stainless sampson post in the
bow, pop-up cleats fore/aft and
two angled bathing platforms,
together with a bathing ladder
for swimmers/skiers.
Altogether, the interior
is a thoroughly modern
arrangement, yet supremely
comfortable and practical, the
unique suspended seats proving
equally suited to comfortable
cruising and serious offshore
use, complemented by the
comfortable rear bench seat
offering a surprisingly dry
comfortable seating area.
Whether it is the shape of the
hull or because of some other
dynamic influence we are not
sure, but the aft section remains

HUMBER SPORTS
PRO 800
TECHNICAL DATA
Length Overall: 7.75m
Width: 2.54m
Weight: 950kg (approximately)
Persons Capacity: 14
Max HP: 300hp
Recommended Engine: 250hp
Deadrise ‘V’ @ transom: 22 degrees
Tube Diameter: .50m
Number of Chambers: 7
Max. Load Capacity: 1600kg
Tube Material: Hypalon
CE Category: B
Warranty: 5 years
STANDARD EQUIPMENT

“The ability to switch from lock to lock and throw the boat
into tight turns without any quirkiness was staggering…”
remarkably dry compared with
other craft, making the aft seat a
comfortable place to sit, even in
adverse sea conditions!
The Solent was at its best
for the three-day RIBEX show,
with a mixture of strong winds/
choppy seas, sunshine/cloud
and, ultimately, calm seas so that
the smaller craft could venture
out. For testing a 10m RIB it was
perfect on all counts; on the first
day the Solent was having one of
its wind-over-tide moods, with
adjacent awkward steep seas,
and the Humber Sports Pro 1000
revelled in these conditions,
the thoroughbred hull making
a mockery of the waves but
more importantly keeping the
passengers secure, comfortable
and dry. The following couple
of days were virtually calm and
we were able to chuck this 10m
giant around like a small sports
boat, the hull gripping with the
tenacity of a limpet. If ever a
craft had showed its origins,

• High quality tapered Hypalon
• Over pressure relief valve system
• Deep-V high performance hull
• Multi chine variable dead-rise
• Fitted bow cushion seating
• Sculptured full width moulded 		
wrap around rear seating
• Dual bow storage locker
• Waterproof under-seat stowage
• Dual racing profile console with
integrated forward facing seat
• Hydraulic steering
• Fully styled sleek sports straking
• Teak effect non-slip deck flooring
• CD/radio with 4 speaker surround
sound system
• Fore & aft pop up mooring cleats
• High capacity under deck 		
reinforced stainless steel fuel tanks
• Twin Battery installation
• Single Battery installation
• Single inner hull drainage system
OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
• Mono coil suspension seating
• On board fresh water tank & pump
supply to shower and hose
• Hi-tensile S/S mono A frame
• Polished hi-tensile S/S bimini frame
• Fully automated and powered
vertical chrome effect bow windlass
• Fitted rear boarding ladder
• Fitted rear sun bed with integrated
stowage, matching canopy covers
• Upgraded CD and MP3 playback
• Matching deck dining furniture
• Recreational deck night lighting
• Bespoke boat & console covers
• A full range of hull tints and colours
• Anti-foul spray for hull protection
Extras on test craft:
Standard as tested
PRICES (inc VAT)
From: £43,150 RRP(Sports Pro 700
powered by Evinrude E-Tec 200hp)
As tested: RRP £51,600
MANUFACTURER - UK
DISTRIBUTOR
Humber RIBs
T: 00 44 1482 226100
www.humberribs.co.uk
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HUMBER SPORTS
PRO 1000
TECHNICAL DATA
Length Overall: 9.8M
Width: 2.8M
Weight: 1500kg
Persons Capacity: 14
Max HP: 2 x 350hp
Recommended Engine: 2 x 300hp
Deadrise ‘V’ @ transom: 22 degrees
Tube Diameter: 0.53m
Number of Chambers: 10
Max. Load Capacity: 2000kg
Tube Material: Hypalon
CE Category: B
Warranty: 5 years
STANDARD EQUIPMENT

“Altogether, the interior is a thoroughly modern
arrangement, yet supremely comfortable and practical”
this was it; the ability to switch
from lock to lock and throw the
boat into tight turns without
any quirkiness was staggering,
and although one would seldom,
if ever, put a craft this size to
these extremes, it was good to
know that nothing had been
lost in the exponential growth
of the original race hull that had
spawned Britain’s most popular
range of RIBs.
The Sports Pro range consists
of four models based on the
latest 8- and 10-metre hulls
and is available in standard or
wide beam versions, depending
on clients’ requirements, and
when testing the standard
beam 800 version fitted with a
single Suzuki 300hp, we were
equally impressed by the craft’s
performance and handling. The
800 is laid out in similar fashion
to her larger sister except, with

her reduced length, she has just
two individual seats instead of
four; unlike the larger craft, these
are rigidly mounted, although
the monoshock system is
available as an optional extra.
To sum up: talking to the
public and the trade at RIBEX
confirmed what we had come
to expect of Humber RIBs,
and that is for purposeful nononsense value-for-money
leisure and commercial craft
that can be seen going about
their duties throughout the
world in a steadfast, reliable
manner. However, what rocked
everyone is how a company
renowned for its tough nononsense ‘orange’ work boat
range could, in one swift move,
stun the unsuspecting public
with an ultramodern approach
in the form of the new Sports
Pro range; the craft perform as

Performance figures:
Knots
Seconds
0 to 20
5.16
0 to 30
6.13
0 to 40
9.13
0 to 50
14.0
Top speed 56 knots

RPM
3100
4000
5000
5800
6200

LPH
78.7
122.3
196.0
265.0
273.0

NB: The test boat was untried prior
to the test and was underpropped,
the engines hitting the rev limiter @
6200rpm. With a correct propeller
it is considered that the craft would
exceed 60 knots.

• High quality tapered Hypalon
• Over pressure relief valve system
• Deep-V high performance hull
• Multi chine variable dead-rise
• Fitted bow cushion seating
• Sculptured full width moulded 		
wrap around rear seating
• Dual bow storage locker
• Waterproof under-seat stowage
• Dual racing profile console with
integrated forward facing seat
• Hydraulic steering
• Mono coil suspension seating
• Fully styled sleek sports straking
• Teak effect non-slip deck flooring
• CD/radio with 4 speaker surround
sound system
• Fore & aft pop up mooring cleats
• Integrated aft deck drainage
• High capacity under deck 		
reinforced stainless steel fuel tanks
• Twin Battery installation
• Twin inner hull drainage system
OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
• On board fresh water tank and 		
pump supply to shower
• Polished S/S mono A-frame
• Polished S/S bimini frame
• Fully automated & powered
chrome effect bow windlass
• Fitted rear boarding ladder
• Fitted onboard rear sun bed
• Matching canopy covers/fabrics
• Upgraded CD and MP3 playback
• Matching deck dining furniture
• Recreational deck lighting
• Bespoke boat & console covers
• Full range of hull tints & colours
• Anti-foul spray for hull protection
Extras on test craft:
All standard as tested

well as they look, offer excellent
dynamics/ergonomics, and are
based upon one of the most
respected offshore hulls in the
industry. Congratulations to
Humber for their efforts; like
the Brawn Formula One story,
no one expected to see such a
successful transformation.
Paul Lemmer

PRICES (inc VAT)
From: £70,600 RRP(Sports Pro 850
powered by Optimax 225hp)
As tested: RRP £98,000
MANUFACTURER - UK
DISTRIBUTOR
Humber RIBs
99 Wincolmlee, Hull, East Yorkshire
T: 00 44 1482 226100
www.humberribs.co.uk
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